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Introduction 

 
CORE Biz Coin is a decentralized digital currency without a central bank. It is 
progressive in the business projects the coin represents and supports.  

 



Jason Jean 
Founder 
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Words 
From the Founder 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Jason Jean is a North Carolina based 
entrepreneur. 

 

 

Jason Jean, Founder & CEO of Core Biz Coin, is 

an Air Force Veteran and successful serial 

entrepreneur for over 25 years. As an investor, 

Jason engaged in a multitude of businesses 

ventures covering several genres over his long 

span of entrepreneurship from land 

development, commercial and residential 

construction, rental unit ownership, restaurant 

management and ownership, large-scale event 

planning, online membership websites, and 

startup venture capitalist. starting the next 

new venture 

Jason’s ability to think outside the box and his 

mentality to see beyond what is in front of him 

when starting a new business has led to 

 

success ownership in multiple businesses. 

Several times Jason had to pick himself up and 

dust himself off, much like any true 

entrepreneur understands (from time-to-time), 

Jason is never deterred from tackling any task 

in front him. If you are seeking a phenomenal 

entrepreneur that surrounds himself with a 

good team allowing you to make confident 

decisions and ensuring that your transaction 

closes seamlessly, this venture is one worth 

considering. Jean’s professionalism, a diverse 

portfolio of business projects that will be 

connected to the coin, and personal 

experiences make him incredibly well-suited for 

handling your purchase and or sale of Core Biz 

Coin and manage the expectations of high-end 

clientele. 
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Summary 
 
 
 

Core Biz Coin’s purpose is based on three (3) core objectives: 
(i) to generate awareness of every project engaged in by CoreNRG Holdings, LLC, (also hereinafter 

referred to as “CoreNRG”; CoreNRG Holdings”) a diversified company strategically focused on 
vertical integration in land development, residential and commercial construction, online real estate 
transactions; venture capital, and business consulting and education services; 

(ii) peer-to-peer purchases and sales of the coin, which will be able to be bought and sold on 
cryptocurrency exchanges, on a Web2.0 and Web3 Marketplaces, mobile applications, and 
potentially in the metaverse; and  

(iii) (iii) providing benefits to coin holders by virtue of their ownership of Core Biz Coin. 

The goal of Core Biz Coin is to support and publicize progressive and forward-
thinking projects with diversification in use and in the type of projects the coin can 
support. 

 
Core Biz Coin supports a fast array of business markets from land development, new home construction, real 

estate acquisition, real estate national listing service, rental units, overnight staycations, clothing apparel, 

bar restaurants, business consulting, and emerging CBD opportunities.  

 

Core Biz Coin has a competitive advantage is its diversification among emerging markets. Each market sector 

that CoreNRG operates has seen growth over the last 20 years, consistently above 15%. With such a diverse 

portfolio, it allows Core Biz Coin to maneuver accordingly into different markets as one may dip and another 

market grows. Having that diversity, capability to adapt to different market sectors, and the progressive 

mindset is key to secure one’s growth within the cryptocurrency market and create opportunities for holders 

of Core Biz Coin. 

 



 
 
 
 
 

Mission 
Core Biz Coin’s primary mission is to have an ICO release and create 
opportunity for CoreNRG business interests and newly formed diverse 
projects. 

Plans to expand onto other cryptocurrency exchanges are on the horizon. Secondly, Core Biz Coin will enable 

its owner and holders to buy and sell the coin to enhance the ability to participate in opportunities to 

participate in the benefits granted by the CoreNRG portfolio. 
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Road Map 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

01 Register on Exchanges, Wallets 
 

Core Biz Coin attains its first registry on Finexbox under the symbol: CBIZ 

Core Biz Coin is working towards accessing a wallet to house and trade the coin in the future. 
 

02 Preparation for its Initial Coin Offering (ICO)  
Launch date set for March 1, 2022. 

 
 

03 Pre-Mine  
Core Biz Coin has presently 2 billion mined coins. 

 
 

04 Total Supply  

Core Biz Coin has a total supply of 5 billion coins. 
 
 

05 Business Platforms and Growth Opportunities  

Core Biz Coin will continue to develop its website and marketing initiatives to disclose to the 

public the benefits of the coin and its many uses.
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Value of the Coin 
 
Core Biz Coin will revolve around promotion, projects of CoreNRG Holdings, and drawing interest to the 

CoreNRG portfolio that will Create benefits to the coin holders and increase the value of the coin as a 

tradeable and fungible currency. 

 

Current assets backing Core Biz Coin and real project growth aim to be $35 million dollars, with an estimated $60 

million dollars or more by the end of 2024. These numbers are not guaranteed, but ambitious goals based upon 

the groundwork and deals that CoreNRG’s group of companies have already entered into. Land development and 

rental units top the asset chart, followed by the national custom home construction, a clothing apparel brand, 

and a bar restaurant concept estimated to be launched in late fall of 2022.  

 
1 The fungible Core Biz Coin is to be traded for on the Finexbox exchange. Core Biz Coin is based on a 30-

second Block Target Speed; it runs on the Bitcoin blockchain using a cryptocurrency wallet like Trust wallet. 

Visit the Core Biz Coin website at http://corebizcoin.com 

for more information, which provides tips, videos, and 

other information on how to acquire this coin.  

 
2 Non-fungible tokens or NFTs of virtual assets are not the 

same as coins. Core Biz Coin is not an NFT. 

 

Transaction Fees 
 

The total amount of Core Biz Coins will be 5,000,000,000  

billion coins. There will be a fee for every transaction with 

1% returning to the liquidity pool and 1% burned. 

 

Coin Economics and Distribution 

60% Core Biz Coins will be available to the public 

10% Marketing 

1% In House Development 

2% Development 

5% Project Team  

17% Partners and Board Advisors  

5% Bounty 

http://corebizcoin.com/
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COIN OWNERS ARE NOT SHAREHOLDERS IN THE UNDERLYING CORENRG COMPANY AND WILL NOT PARTICIPATE IN ITS PROFITS. 

  Business Model 
Core Biz Coin is an exchanged, fungible token used to generate publicity around the 
CoreNRG Holdings portfolio of diverse business projects. 

 
Core Biz Coin’s future functionality is to include buying and selling the coin in return for cash, obtaining 

updates on CoreNRG projects as they are rolled out for development or planning stages, and purchasing 

benefits of CoreNRG projects (purchasing the right to stay at real estate owned by CoreNRG or its related 

entities for vacations, etc.). Coin owners will become priority access members to all CoreNRG projects. Many 

of the first properties released for rent will only go to Core Biz Coin owners at discounted prices and will 

include other benefits to the coin holders as the CoreNRG projects become put into effect. Coin owners can 

also reserve and purchase naming rights to have streets or locations named after them or pay to bid on 

designs of CoreNRG projects with every winner getting a free stay a rental property. Utlimately, the coin is not 

a stock and Core Biz Coin wants to create opportunity for the coin to be used to make purchases anywhere, 

including CoreNRG projects; nevertheless, the businesses do not support the coin, the coin is a stand-alone 

asset.  

 

Legal 
Cryptocurrency coins are not fully regulated and much of the law is not written 
in this space. 
We recognize that the Supreme Court has acknowledged that if someone is purchasing an asset for consumption only, it is likely not a 
security… But, the economic substance of the transaction always determines the legal analysis, not the labels.” At the present time, 
certain high-ranking officials of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)—but not the SEC itself—have concluded that two well-
known “cryptocurrencies” or “virtual currencies”—namely, Bitcoin and Ether—are not securities for purposes of the federal securities 
laws. Unfortunately, that does not give us a lot of guidance on the status of “virtual currencies” in general, because Bitcoin and Ether are 
only two virtual currencies out of literally hundreds if not thousands currently in “circulation.” 

The money “[Y]ou might ask, given that these coin sales often look like securities offerings, why are the promoters choosing to package 
the investment as a coin or token offering? The U.S. Supreme Court case, SEC v. W.J. Howey Co., 328 U.S. 293 (1946)), held that an 
“investment contract” means “a contract, transaction or scheme whereby a person invests his money in a common enterprise and is led 
to expect profits solely from the efforts of the promoter or a third party, it being immaterial whether the shares in the enterprise are 
evidenced by formal certificates or by nominal interests in the physical assets employed in the enterprise.” 328 U.S. at 299-300. Core Biz 
Coin is NOT offering equity or ownership in any CoreNRG entity nor is someone required to invest in a project simply by purchasing a coin. 
It’s an interactive process if the coin owner so desires to participate. 

 
Any questions regarding this issue should be directed to your legal advisers and members of the Core Biz Coin Board Members. 



 
Core Biz Coin is here to put marketing and 
promotional efforts behind a diverse 
portfolio of projects. Some of these projects 
will be for public consumption and use. 
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Functionality 

 
 
 

Core Biz Coin is here to put marketing and promotional efforts behind a diverse portfolio of projects. Some of these 

projects will be for public consumption and use. The custom scripted CORE BIZ COIN runs on its own Bitcoin 

Blockchain.  

 

The CORE BIZ COIN “CBIZ” will initially be available during its Initial Coin Offering “ICO” from March 1, 2022 through 

June 1, 2022. Once the ICO is over and those initial coins offered to individuals are sold out the remaining 3 billion 

coins will be available to the public for purchase through one of the listed exchanges. Coin owners can then use 

them however they see fit, they do not have to be tied to CoreNRG projects. 

 

During the ICO phase CBIZ coin will be available only through the windows-based desktop wallet CBIZ wallet. The 

reasoning behind an exclusive desktop wallet is its secure nature. You will obtain this EXE. File through CBIZ’s 

founder Jason Jean for security purposes.  Once the coins have been purchased the EXE. File and an instruction 

video will be emailed to help you install the wallet. This wallet can be used to sell or transfer your coin to anyone 

who wants to purchase your coin from you, and they will be required to download the windows-based desktop 

wallet CBIZ wallet. Once the coin goes public and is listed on different exchanges you will be able to decide which 

exchange you would like to purchase your CBIZ coin under and use that exchanges wallet to hold your CBIZ coins 

with the capability to buy, sell and transfer coins as you like.  

 

Once your exchange is selected and CBIZ coin is purchased, you will be able to buy, sell and transfer your CBIZ coin 

directly on that exchange. You will be subject to all transfer fees, burn rates and other terms of service-related 

guidelines on those third-party platforms, which will not be under the direction, control, or liability of CBIZ.  
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CBIZ Platform 
Technology Overview 

 
 
 
 

 

Diversification in 
business is key. A coin 
should be treated in 
the same manner 
and not be limited to 
one use, it needs the 
ability to grow and 
have its limits tested. 

 
 
 
 
 

The Core Biz Coin platform design is currently underway. The coin design 
model is finished, and its representations are inspired by simple elegance 
with a focus on the core ideas themselves, avoiding distractions. Core Biz 
Coin will always be driven by a new way of marketing with interactive 
benefits. 
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Team 
Core Biz Coin CORE Biz Coin is a decentralized digital currency without a central 
bank. It is progressive in the business projects the coin represents and supports. 

Core Biz Coin is an asset of CoreNRG Holdings a privately held company funded by private investors 

and venture capitalists. The company’s headquarters is in Raleigh, North Carolina. The team comes from 

various and diverse backgrounds and experiences. All members of the team share an enthusiasm for 

business development, creating something for the future, accepting the benefits of blockchain technology, 

crypto coins, and the metaverse. 

Jason Jean 
Founder, Investor, Board Member 

AJ Ceberio 
Legal, Board Member 

 Steve Fantetti 
  Partner, Legal, Board Member 



Ahtsham UI Haq  
Lead Web Developer 

Christiaan Groenewegen 
CEX Advisor 
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Mike Messina 
Financial Advisor 

Sue Hrib 
Board Member 

Daniel Theophel 
Lead Developer 



Conclusion 

CORE Biz Coin is a decentralized digital currency without a central bank. It is 
progressive in the business projects the coin represents and supports.  

Core Biz Coin owners and holders can hold their coins as they increase in value, but will get priority benefits 

for their usage rights, and can grow in value as they are bought, sold, traded, used to purchase goods or 

services where the coin is accepted, or if they are used in relation to interaction with any one of the diverse 

projects of CoreNRG Holdings. 

Core Biz Coin will be listed on multiple cryptocurrency trading exchanges like the Core Biz Coin-approved 

Finexbox cryptocurrency marketplace exchange. Core Biz Coin is built on a script algorithm that plans to roll 

its web and digital applications from all its current and future registered exchanges to mobile components, 

and eventually, enter the economic sphere that displays its true diversification. The Core Biz Coin was 

registered on the Finexbox exchange on January 21, 2022, and will be released on multiple cryptocurrency 

trading exchanges like Finexbox’s exchange on June 1, 2022, to generate interest in the project. Core Biz Coin 

is aiming to be listed other exchanges soon, with a goal of being registered on three (3) separate exchanges 

and wallets by the close of the year 2022.  

Core Biz Coin will always be open to new opportunities that can be added to its portfolio of diverse business 

opportunities, and it plans to accept a new business line into its portfolio in 2022. 

Eventually, Core Biz Coin ownership and holders will have the ability to use the coin to engage in CoreNRG 

Holdings, projects, to use the coin as payment to have a vacation at one of the properties in a real estate 

ventures or development program of one of the CoreNRG group companies, bid on street names, name a 

housing development, and obtain priority purchase rights and information disclosures about CoreNRG 

projects before non-coin holders would receive the news. This makes the coin attractive to purchasers and 

crypto-currency fans because it is progressive and diverse in its possibilities for use into the future. 
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Get In Touch 
 

info@corebizcoin.com 

 www.corebizcoin.com 
 

Raleigh, North Carolina 27603 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This document is not complete and will be updated periodically. The purpose of this whitepaper is to supply particulars about the Core Biz Coin and future 

plans for the Core Biz Coin platform. The information provided in this document is not all-encompassing and does not suggest any component of a 

contractual relationship. Nothing in this document shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for investment. The information 

provided in this MOU does not constitute an offer to sell or buy securities or the solicitation of an offer to sell or buy securities and should not be relied upon 

to provide specific offering information in connection with any issuance, sale, resale, or remarketing of crypto coins as a security. 

mailto:info@ousetoken.com
http://www.corebizcoin.com/
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